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Abstract 
This qualitative study aims to explore, from a cognitive perspective, the influence 

visuals have on conveying the game's narrative and how this engages the player. The 

focus being to further the understanding of how both visuals and narrative affect the 

overall experience. Motivated by the underrepresentation of visuals and narrative 

studies within game research. At the centre of the study is a thematic analysis of 

qualitative data collected from face to face interviews in a home and school 

environment, where players shared memorable moments experienced while playing a 

game. The interviews were complemented by data from popular forums, with the 

same focus. Helping the analysis of the data were cognitive theories into how our 

minds process and interpret information, an analysis which resulted in five main 

themes with corresponding code, which represented what appeared central for the 

creation of the memorable moment. There were, however, always more than one 

element within the game which provided and engaged the player in the narrative 

construction of the memorable moment, which served to highlight the importance of 

considering all aspects of the design, as all affected our meaning making. Central to 

engaging the player's narrative construction was the intrinsic motivation of curiosity, 

in tangent with our desire to learn. Exactly how different visuals elements affected 

the player's narrative construction did not become apparent during the analysis, as a 

fine line existed between what element provided for different memorable moments. 

Most notably was that all of the themes and codes could be tied back to engagement, 

as all of them served to engage the player's meaning making. A discovery that in turn, 

lead to the creation of a framework for future studies, which, while supported by 

cognitive theories, aims to enable the discovery of what and how different aspects 

engage the player in the experience. 

Keywords: narrative, visuals, video games, mise-en-scene, fabula & syuzhet, 

engagement, casual cognition.  
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Abstrakt 
Målet med denna kvalitativa studie är att, utifrån ett kognitivt perspektiv, utforska 

inflytande det visuella har på att förmedla spelets narrativ och hur detta engagerar 

spelaren i upplevelsen. Fokuset är att utveckla förståelsen för hur det visuella och 

narrativet påverkar den övergripande upplevelsen, vilket är motiverat av 

underrepresentationen av studier med fokus på det visuella och narrativet inom 

spelforskning. I centrum av studien är en tematisk analys av den kvalitativa data som 

samlats in från intervjuer i en hem och skolmiljö, där deltagarna delade minnesvärda 

stunder från när de spelade spel. Intervjuerna kompletterades med data från populära 

forum med samma fokus. Kognitiva teorier om hur man bearbetar och tolkar 

information, fick ge stöd till analysen av spelarnas meningsskapande som resulterade i 

fem huvudteman med motsvarande koder, som representerade det som framstod som 

det centrala i skapandet av de minnesvärda stunderna. Det fanns dock alltid mer än ett 

element i spelet som bidrog och engagerade spelaren i den narrativa konstruktionen av 

det minnesvärda ögonblicket, vilket lyfter fram vikten av att uppmärksamma alla 

aspekter av designen, eftersom alla påverkade meningsskapandet. Centralt för att 

engagera spelarnas narrativa konstruktion var vår inre motivation av nyfikenhet, i 

kombination med vår vilja att lära oss. Exakt hur de olika visuella elementen 

påverkade spelarens narrativa konstruktion framkom dock inte under analysen, 

eftersom gränsen mellan vilka element som bidrog med de olika minnesvärda 

stunderna, var hårfin. Det tydligaste exemplet av detta är att alla teman och koderna 

kunde knytas tillbaka till engagemang, eftersom alla bidrog till att engagera spelaren 

meningsskapande. En upptäckt som i sin tur ledde till skapandet av ett ramverk för 

framtida studier, som vars mål är, med stöd av kognitiva teorier, att möjliggöra 

upptäckten av hur de olika aspekterna engagerar spelaren i upplevelsen. 

Nyckelord: narrativ, visuell, datorspel, mise-en-scene, fabula & syuzhet. 

engagemang, kausal kognition.  
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1. Introduction
This study aims to explore the influence visual elements have on conveying the 

narrative to players and how this provides for the overall experience in engaging 

players. An exploration done from a cognitive perspective, based on literature from 

Bruner (1996, 2000) and Gärdenfors (2006a). Motivated by the view on both visual 

and narrative, within game research, as secondary to gameplay (Nitsche, 2008, p.6; 

Canossa et al., 2009, p.1; Niedenthal, 2009, pp.1–2). The aim is not to prove that one 

aspect is superior to another when designing games, but to further our understanding 

on how both visual and narrative can affect the overall experience. Narrative seen as 

what one construct to understand the world, based on Bruner´s (1996, p.39) definition 

of it as the “vehicle of meaning making”. Meaning making referring to the process of 

trying to learn about and understand the world, which is an integral part of being 

human (Gärdenfors, 2006a, pp. 9-12, 127-128). An interpretation tightly connected to 

the use of the term of engagement in this study, as when someone becomes engaged 

in the experience it per definition our meaning making that is being engaged. 

At the centre of the study is a thematic analysis (Cote and Raz, 2015, p.123; Creswell 

and Poth, 2018, pp.181–183) of qualitative data collected from face to face interviews 

in a home and school environment, which focused on exploring their experience of 

playing games. Complementing the interviews were data from popular forums where 

people shared memorable experiences within videogames. After the data collection 

and thematic analysis, the result was taken and combined with existing literature 

relevant to answering the research question. Additionally, a literature review was 

conducted beforehand to create a foundational understanding of the subject matter.  

The result of the study will be presented in four steps, the first being to establish a 

background on the research question and related literature, to then move over to the 

method used. The last two steps consist of a presentation of the results from the 

thematic analysis and a discussion, that leads into the conclusion and a presentation of 

a foundational framework for how one could take the study further.  

1.1 Background 
Recent advances in graphical technology, along with improvement to hardware have 

enabled developers to create games which they had been unable to do before. As Dan 
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Houser, one of the founders of Rockstar Games expressed in an interview with 

NowGamer (2010). 

Our guess is that most of the reasons are technological. You simply could not 

make a game like Red Dead Redemption until this point […]  

(NowGamer, 2010) 

The game the developers at Rockstar Games envisioned was not possible with the 

existing technology, hence the reason they had to wait until it caught up, mainly in the 

sense of the visual elements (NowGamer, 2010). Now almost ten years later they 

released Red Dead Redemption 2 (Rockstar Games, 2018) to critical acclaim 

(Metacritic, 2019), which one can claim have surpassed its predecessor in every way 

from a technological standpoint (Linneman, 2018). However, even with all these 

advances, visuals are often reduced to a supporting role instead of taking part in the 

creation of the overall experience (Nitsche, 2008, p.6; Niedenthal, 2009, pp.1–2; 

Canossa et al., 2009, p.1).  

Before moving onto what could be the cause, it is important to note that the limitation 

placed on visual is similar to the one placed on narrative within game research, as 

described by Nitsche (2008, pp.41–42). Both can be argued to be caused by an 

emphasis on gameplay within game research, which can be traced back to the split 

within game research between ludology and narratology (Nitsche, 2008, pp.41–42; 

Jenkins, 2004, p.118). Ludology being a focus on interactivity and on what is 

tangible, often in combination with rewards, which naturally lends itself to an 

emphasis on gameplay (Jenkins, 2004, p.118; Nitsche, 2008, p.41), while 

narratologies focus on applying narrative structure from ancestral medias, for example 

film, to games (Jenkins, 2004, p.118; Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011). Important to 

note is that the subject of ludology and narratology is vast as there is varied 

interpretation within the two approaches, as well as how they correlate with each 

other. Making covering them both in their entirety beyond the scope of this study, 

they will instead serve as a way to understand how the focus on gameplay came to be. 

A side effect of the emphasis on gameplay is a lower amount of studies surrounding 

visuals influence on the experience and its creation of narrative, within game research, 

in comparison to gameplay. It has however been explored within other media, from 
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comics to films, where its potential has been explored to a more significant extent 

than in games (Cohn et al., 2014; Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 2017). Interesting 

to note is that theories from film are often applied within game research, being most 

prominent within environmental storytelling, but do appear within design research 

and general visual research (Jenkins, 2004; Arnott, 2012; Nitsche, 2008; Guardiola 

and Natkin, 2017; Heather and Daniel, 2005). 

Primarily discussed in the articles above is how the player interpret visual elements of 

the game, often in tangent with environmental storytelling (Totten, 2016; Nitsche, 

2008; Zakowski, 2016; Fernández-Vara, 2011; Arnott, 2012; Jenkins, 2004). The 

discussing around players' interpretations are often done without going into depth 

how our interpretation works and how it, in turn, can be used when developing 

games. This is where human cognition comes into the picture, as it deals with the 

inner working of the mind and our creation of meaning (Bruner, 1996, 2000; 

Gärdenfors, 2006a), which becomes essential in understanding visuals effect on the 

experience and in turn how it can be applied when designing games. What also plays 

into this is the term of mise-en-scene by Bordwell (Thompson and Smith, 2017, 

pp.112-158), which he used to break up the different visual elements of the film in 

order to analyse these individually. A method which has already been used within 

game research 

(Nitsche, 2008; Guardiola and Natkin, 2017; Heather and Daniel, 2005), though not 

in combination with cognitive theories.  

Most of the reasoning of both Bordwell in his use of mise-en-scene and most of the 

articles about visuals within games correlates with cognitive theories by Bruner 

(2000, 1996) and Gärdenfors (2006a). An example of this is how both Jenkins (2004) 

and Fernández-Vara (2011, p.11), discuss games as a collaborative effort between the 

designer and player, as the player connects the pieces in order to create a narrative. A 

process which is described by Gyllenbäck (Boman, 2011), according to cognitive 

theories, as Fabula and Syuzhet, where Fabula is the interpretation of the player, 

based on the Syuzhet which is what has been created by the designer.  

In other words, Fabula and Syuzhet is a tool to observe our meaning making from a 

design perspective, as Fabula is the result of our meaning making, while Syuzhet is 

what provided for it. Knowing this can, in turn, be used in design to achieve a specific 
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Fabula (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011; Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 2017). A 

view that does exist within other visual media, which have been explored with human 

cognition in mind (Bateman and Wildfeuer, 2014, p.183; Cohn and Kutas, 2015, 

pp.15–16). I propose it is by adding this to already existing theories that the 

understanding of how visuals influence the narrative within games can be increased, 

with the goal of creating a more engaging and meaningful experience.  
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1.2 Aim of the Study and Research Question 
As the study revolves around exploring how narrative can be conveyed visually, as 

well as how this influence the overall experience in terms of creating an experience 

that engages our meaning making, it can be summarised through a research questions 

consisting of two steps: How do the visual elements within games support the player´s 

creation of narrative as their cognitive vehicle of meaning making? In what way does 

visuals affect the experience in terms of engaging the player´s meaning making? 
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2. Related Research 

Even with the underrepresentation of visuals within game researchers, which is 

nothing compared to the underrepresentation of narrative, there are still multiple 

researchers that argue for the importance of visual research (see fig.1). As they try to 

establish a middle ground between ludology and narratology, taking what is relevant 

from both sides, without limiting their perspective to one of them (Jenkins, 2004; 

Arnott, 2012; Nitsche, 2008). Mostly in tangent with environmental storytelling and 

game space (Niedenthal, 2009; Zakowski, 2016; Fernández-Vara, 2011; Totten, 2016, 

pp.45–46, 279), but also in combination with gameplay and interaction (Gyllenbäck 

and Boman, 2011; Nitsche, 2008, pp.47–48). It is here human cognition, and our 

construction of narrative can be tied in, something which is rarely done within game 

research, and even rarer is research where one combines visuals and narrative to see 

how they provide for each other. There are scenarios where it has seen application 

within game research, but then it is in a behaviouristic context1. An example of this 

would be the article by Alexiou and Schipper (2018, pp.2560–2561). That revolves 

 
1 Behaviourism is systematic approach to understanding behaviour in human as well as animals, with a 

focus on stimulus instead of the inner workings of the mind (Cambridge English Dictionary, 2019; 

Skinner, 1976; Chomsky, 1959). 

Fig.1 Literature Map 
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around engagement and learning, but instead of being brought on by our construction 

of meaning, it is motivated by the reward structure and challenge, as well as pleasing 

audio-visuals to enhance the immersion. The reason this becomes problematic when 

wanting to explore visual and narrative is that the behaviouristic approach goes 

against cognitive science as it focuses on the observable and tangible behaviour, 

caused by stimuli, instead of the inner workings of our minds (Bruner, 2000, pp.1–3; 

Skinner, 1976, pp.5–7, 10–13). The focus on the observable and tangible, in turn, 

correlates with ludology, which could be another reason they and much of game 

research have moved away from visual and narrative as it is connected with human 

cognition and not behaviorism. What made the behaviouristic approach popular, was 

that it avoided what they saw as the abstract analysis of the human mind, deemed 

unworthy of being studied (Wilson, 2004, pp.11–12). 

In contrast, psychological science has moved away from the behaviouristic approach 

after the cognitive revolution, spearheaded by Noam Chomsky, with Bruner also 

contributing (2000, pp.1–4). To summarise the cognitive revolution, as it is another 

subject to extensive to cover completely, the criticisms were directed at the limited 

and generalised view on human behaviour by behaviourists (Chomsky, 1959; Bruner, 

2000, p.38). One of the goals being, not to reform, but to replace the focus on 

stimulus with one focusing on the processes of meaning making (Bruner, 2000, pp.2–

3). A discussion mostly being seen within the context of learning and psychology, 

where there is a split between the cognitive and behaviouristic approach to teaching 

(Bruner, 1996; Gärdenfors, 2006a; Wilson, 2004). The reason for bringing up learning 

is that much of what will be covered can be tied into how we interpret and learn about 

the world around us; in other words, our meaning making and narrative construction. 

2.1 Cognitive Science and Game research 
To further explain the addition of cognitive science for this study, three game research 

articles will be covered, to then show how cognitive science can be added to these as 

to further our understanding of it. The first of these is the article by Fernández-Vara 

(2011, p.11), which is about game space and environmental storytelling and discuss 

how games can be a collaborative effort, as the player connects the pieces placed by 

the designer to create the narrative. A narrative she describes as free from structure, 

which is unlike traditional narrative according to her (Fernández-Vara, 2011, p.11). 
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The second example is Jenkins (2004) who discuss the collaborative process in his 

article, where he tries to find a middle ground between ludology and narratology.  

[…] game space are designed to be rich with narrative potential, enabling the 

story-construction activity of players. (Jenkins, 2004, p.129) 

The third and last example by Nitsche (2008, p.44) shares Jenkins views while 

building upon it, by referring to what the designer used to direct the player's narrative 

as “evocative narrative elements”. The collaborative process they are all referring to 

would be what the cognitive psychologist Bruner (2000) refers to as meaning making, 

which Nitsche (2008, p.44) also refers to it as.  

Meaning making is a process where a person interprets the experience and construct a 

narrative as to make sense of it, in other words giving it meaning (Bruner, 2000; 

Gärdenfors, 2006a, p.9; Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011, p.3). Narrative per Bruner’s 

(1996, p.39) definition being the “vehicle of meaning making”, hence the description 

of the meaning being created from the narrative. The nature of this definition also sets 

narrative as non-media specific, separate from the strong structures often placed upon 

it within the game industry (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011, pp.1–3). This also touches 

on the old debate between narrative and story structures, with conflicting opinions and 

confusion, traces of which exist at the end of Fernández-Vara´s article. Here the view 

of the ludologist also returns, as they on top of focusing on gameplay, separate 

narrative from games, even claiming that games are not a narrative media (Nitsche, 

2008, p.41; Frasca, 1999). The separation is the opposite of the non-media specific 

definition of narrative by Bruner (2000). Important to note is that much of the 

interpretation of the world occurs unconsciously, as the information sent from our 

senses to the brain is much more than what can be processed consciously (Wilson, 

2004, pp.10–13, 19–24). With our eyes sending ten million signals every second, 

according to Wilson (2004, p.24), which only 40 of these can be handled in our 

conscious every second. 

The fact that visuals are often discussed in tangent with narrative and our meaning 

making can be a factor into why visuals are also underrepresented. Game space and 

visual are, however, also an underrepresented area within narratology (Zakowski, 

2016, pp.1–2). Caused by the emphasis of time as the fundamental part of the 
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narrative, causing space to once again become a backdrop (Zakowski, 2016, p.1). 

Here a merge of story and narrative as one and the same appears to have occurred, 

which complicates things as it limits the definition. An easier to grasp view on 

narrative will, therefore, be covered next. 

2.2 Fabula, Syuzhet and Style 
What Nitsche, Jenkins, Fernández-Vara as well as Zakowski refers to as the 

interpretation of the game space can be further explained by the non-media specific 

design method of Narrative Bridging (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011), which separate 

the creation of the designer and the perceiver's interpretation in the construction of the 

narrative. The design being called Syuzhet and refers to plotting, while, in the case of 

games, the perceiver's interpretation is called Fabula (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011, 

p.2). Backing up this view on visual cognition is the article by Bateman and 

Wildefeuer (2014, p.183), who highlight the importance of seeing visual 

interpretation as a dynamic process between what they refer to as the “artefact” and 

the “recipient”. Even though they do not use the same term, Syuzhet can tie into what 

they refer to as the artefact and Fabula as the result of the recipient’s interpretation.  

To further understand Fabula and Syuzhet, the method of Narrative Bridging need to 

be covered, starting with its goal, which is to create a meaningful experience for the 

player, while not limiting creativity. The method builds upon theories by the already 

mentioned film theorist Bordwell, who also referred to them, along with narrative, as 

non-media specific (Bordwell, 1985, p.50). The method being non-media specific is 

enabled by the addition of Style, which is the technical aspects, that alters depending 

on the medium and as the Style alters so do the Syuzhet (Bordwell, 1985, pp.50–51). 

For example, the style of a film will not be the same as a game, therefor the Syuzhet 

that the Fabula originates from will change, which also means the narrative will. The 

term of Style also being applied by Gyllenbäck (Boman, 2011) in Narrative Bridging. 

Similarly to many of the already discussed terms, there are varied uses and 

interpretations of these terms which need to be covered, starting with the origin of 

Fabula and Syuzhet. The use of these terms stems from Russian formalists distinction 

of already existing terms (Nitsche, 2008, pp.48–49; Jenkins, 2004, p.126; Bordwell, 

1985, p.49). With Fabula referring to the events in chronological order, while Syuzhet 
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is referring to how it is chosen to be presented (Nitsche, 2008, p.48). Moreover, while 

Gyllenbäck (Boman, 2011) and Bordwell (1985, pp.54–57) moves on, from a 

cognitive perspective, to connect plotting to the construction of the Syuzhet, Nitsche 

(2008, pp.48–50, 51) does not and instead has the plot as a separate aspect. Nitsche 

then moves on to create something similar to Gyllenbäck and Bordwell, but instead of 

Fabula, the plot becomes what is referred to as created by the perceiver’s 

interpretation. Others have also applied Fabula and Syuzhet to their research and 

game development, for example, Wood (2017, p.31), who also sees Syuzhet as the 

plot but appear to have merged it with narrative as she refers to it as the same. The 

definition of Fabula, even though slightly unclear appear to be similar to Bordwell 

and Gyllenbäck, but with a focus on the player´s interaction constructing it, instead of 

our cognitive meaning making (Wood, 2017, pp.31–32). Therefore, the interpretation 

that will be used for this review will be the one by Gyllenbäck (Boman, 2011) and 

Bordwell (1985) as they both approach it from a cognitive perspective, which 

coincides well with Bruner (2000, 1996). Additionally, the addition of Style makes it 

easier to apply research from other media. The process of the narrative constructed 

discussed summarised by Bordwell as follows: 

[…] narration is the process whereby the film´s Syuzhet and style interact in 

the course of cueing and channelling the spectator´s construction of the 

Fabula. (Bordwell, 1985, p.53) 

Film can then be replaced with the preferred media, which in this case would be 

games. Narrative then being, from a cognitive perspective, the construction of the 

Fabula by the player as to create meaning, based on the interpretations of the Syuzhet. 

The Syuzhet decided by the style, which varies depending on the media (Bordwell, 

1985, pp.49–53; Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011). 

2.3 Casual Cognition 
Applying the theories of Fabula and Syuzhet to what both Jenkin (2004) and 

Fernández-Vara (2011) mentioned, around how the player constructs a narrative from 

game space, can further our understanding of what is occurring and in turn how to 

affect it. The interpretation discussed by Jenkins (2004) and Fernández-Vara (2011) 

being our cognition working, which can be further understood by looking at Lombard 
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and Gärdenfors (2017) 7th grade model of reasoning, based on the evolution of causal 

cognition and the learning attached to this (see fig.1). Casual cognition then being 

defined by Lombard and Gärdenfors as: 

 […] a) to predict outcomes based on observations, b) to affect and Control 

events in the world around us, and c) ultimately, to predict causes from effects, 

even if the causes are not perceivable. (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, p.219) 

The first and second being most relevant for the focus of this review, but all remain 

relevant for the overall creation of narrative, as it is not only affected by visuals, but 

also by for example interaction. Before covering the most relevant grades, two things 

need to be addressed. The first being that the grades do not exist individually but often 

work together (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, p.224). The last thing is that what 

behaviourism focus on is the first two grades, which address our ability to visually 

observe the cause and effect of actions (Gärdenfors, 2006b, pp.41–46). The 1st grade 

being our perception of our actions and their effect and the 2nd being our ability to 

learn through observing someone else (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, p.221). It is 

then after the first two grades that one start moving into the inner working of our 

minds and the more complex cognitive processes, which from grade four up is unique 

to humans according to Lombard and Gärdenfors (2017, pp.222–223). That is not to 

say the first two grades are not relevant, as both will be essential when analysing the 

gathered data. 

Going back to our ability to predict the cause of something, even though it is not 

perceivable, which can be explained through a process describes as mindreading 

(Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, p.224). Mindreading referring to our ability to 

connected traces of events and with prior knowledge, understand the cause. An 

example of this would be 3rd grade, where one can project their state of mind to 

another, as to understand the cause of their actions (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, 

p.221). Another example of mindreading can be seen in Zakowski’s article about 

environmental storytelling. 

[…] the player finds an electrocuted body chained to some pipes, his body 

connected to a battery. (Zakowski, 2016, p.5) 
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Here grade 3 can be combined with the 4th grade, which is our ability to, while seeing 

the current state, also imaging what has passed and construct a narrative from it 

(Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, p.222,227), which in turn provides us with meaning. 

The 4th grade combined with grade 3 can lead one to understand the motivation 

behind actions, but also stir the feeling of empathy for the victim. However, in this 

example, there is also an audio recording in the game that further explains the 

situation, giving information one might not have been able to deduct. Though, with 

what has been discussed around mindreading, it becomes possible to argue that even 

this could have been discovered. The interpretation of a variety of different sources of 

information also touches on the 7th grade, which can contain all of the previously 

mentioned grades working in a tangent (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, p.224). As 

the 7th grade is where one continuously interprets and construct an understanding, or a 

narrative of the world (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.228–229), which 

constantly evolves as to create meaning around it. The constant interpretation is 

similar to, and supports, how Jenkins present his model of embedded narrative 

(Jenkins, 2004). 

According to this model, narrative comprehension is an active process by 

which viewers assemble and make hypothesis about likely narrative 

developments on the basis of information drawn from textual cues and clues. 

(Jenkins, 2004, p.126) 

The quote refers to how player create what Jenkins (2004, p.126) refers to as a “mind 

map”, which appears to similar to our construction of meaning, that need to be tested 

against the game world. Similarly to this, is an example by Lombard and Gärdenfors ( 

2017, pp.228–229) referring to the 7th grade, where hunters create a hypothesis, 

which, based on the outcome, can either be reinforced or forced to be revised.  

Important to note is that even though the examples given are visual, this does not 

mean that what is discussed is only applicable there. On the contrary, the same 

cognitive reasoning can be applied to, for example, gameplay and interactivity, as 

done in the method of Narrative Bridging (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011). 
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2.4 Mise-En-Scene and Game Research 
With Fabula, Syuzhet and Style covered, along with cognition, it is now time to go 

more in-depth about the existing knowledge around visuals and narrative. Starting 

with the already mentioned term of mise-en-scene, which has also seen its use within 

related research, while discussing visual narrative and design (see fig.1). The term can 

be roughly translated to “putting into the scene” (Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 

2017, pp.112–113). A term originating from French theatre, which has been adapted 

by filmmaker as to get an overview of what is in the scene and by knowing this how 

to manipulate this for the desired effect (Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 2017, 

p.113). Mise-en-scene consists of four parts, Setting, Costume and make up, Lighting 

and movement and performance. Each part is referring to a unique visual aspect of the 

scene. Setting being the surrounding space, decided by the director (Bordwell, 

Thompson and Smith, 2017, pp.115–119), similarly to game space, which the 

designer have control over. Costume and makeup are the aesthetic look of clothing 

along with the makeup of the characters in the scene (Bordwell, Thompson and 

Smith, 2017, pp.119–125), which applies to both the playable character of a game and 

none playable characters. Lighting then being how the lighting in the scene has been 

decided (Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 2017, pp.125–131), which is also an 

essential aspect within games. An example would be its use to lead the player through 

the level, by highlighting objects (Fernández-Vara, 2011, p.3; Pugh, 2018; Totten, 

2016, pp.200, 179). There is more than just light that can lead the player, as all the 

aspects mentioned above can direct attention as well. An example of this would be the 

game space itself, which can, with its architecture, lead the player in a specific 

direction (Pugh, 2018; Totten, 2016, pp.130–134). The method of directions one's 

attention is also applied by filmmakers, but instead of leading the player through the 

level, they lead the viewer’s attention to specific locations (Bordwell, Thompson and 

Smith, 2017, pp.140–141). Lastly, Movement and Performance, which refers to the 

acting and movement of the actors, along with objects (Bordwell, Thompson and 

Smith, 2017, pp.131–140). An aspect that is not as well explored within games. The 

aspect is how much can be told without words, either through gestures or facial 

expression by the characters. A likely cause is that graphical technology has not been 

on par until recently, even so, one only needs to look at comics or animated series to 

see how much expression that can be conveyed with limited fidelity. These more 
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simplistic and artistic styles are brought up by Masuch and Röber (2005) as a valid 

alternative for games as well, highlighting how photorealism is not the only option.  

Even though movement and performance are not as well explored within game 

research, the argument is that it should be, due to the amount that can be conveyed 

merely through gestures, as well as facial expression (Cavanagh, 2011, pp.189–191; 

Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 2017, p.134). Something that can be because of our 

dependence on it for communication, during our evolution, which later evolved into 

language (Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.7–8).  

Important to note though is that mise-en-scene does not only focus on what is realistic 

but focus on what the director or in the case of games the designer, want to convey 

(Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 2017, pp.112–158). This can be seen in the use of 

mise-en-scene within game design and research, with Guardiola and Natkin (2017). 

Who uses it to convey particular emotion depending on the game levels visuals, while 

Heather and Daniel (2005) use it to analyse level design within Silent Hill, to see what 

has been done to reach the desired goal. Then lastly, the use of mise-en-scene can also 

be complemented with the terms of Fabula, Syuzhet and Style, as it lends itself well to 

human cognition. Meaning, that mise-en-scene can be used as a tool in the 

construction of the Syuzhet to convey the intended Fabula. 

2.5 Merging of Knowledge 
Appearing through the merging of knowledge and applications of cognitive theories 

for this literature summary, are signs that visuals can influence the creation of the 

narrative in a significant way. This, in turn, presents the need for further research, as 

there is still uncertainty around exactly how much it provides for the player 

experience. Important to note is that even though the focus here was on visuals along 

with narrative, that does not mean this study is trying to convey a broader statement 

on what aspects should be prioritised when designing games. Visuals and narrative 

were brought up as they are underrepresented within game research and rarely 

combined, even though signs are pointing towards their potential if used together 

within the design of the game.  
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3. Method 
As the research question addressed a reasonably unexplored area within game 

research, it naturally lent itself to a qualitative research approach (Creswell and 

Creswell, 2018), which borrows from both grounded theory and phenomenology. As 

the thematic approach of systematically analysing the data, breaking it into codes and 

themes adheres to phenomenological studies, while the goal is more in line with the 

approach of grounded theory, with it aiming to establish a theory (Creswell and Poth, 

2018, pp.70–110, 78). Important to note is that even with the literature above forming 

the theoretical lens of this study, the analysis will still not be purely observational, as 

there is always going to be an interpretation on the part of the researcher (Creswell 

and Poth, 2018, pp.62, 64). 

The foundation of this study is built on data gathered in two way, the first being from 

11 face to face interviews of participants knowledgeable about videogames, mixed 

between both genders, and secondly from around 5000 post on public forums. The 

reason behind the latter was to widen the area of research as the interview participants 

were limited to Stockholm, Sweden, while also being constrained by the resources 

available to collect participants. Both were analysed using an inductive thematic 

analysis, according to theories by Creswell (Poth, 2018, pp.42-47, 181-183; Creswell 

and Creswell, 2018) and Cote (Raz, 2015, p.123), which consisted of sorting the data 

into codes, that were then grouped under themes. Neither of which being 

predetermined, as the codes and themes emerged from the data. 

Analysed first was the data from the forums, the reason for this was twofold, the first 

was practical, as the data from the forums could be analysed while participants for the 

interviews were gathered. The second was that it served to create a good foundational 

understanding of the subject, as the reach of the forums were more substantial in 

comparison to the interviews. 

In addition to the data gathering, literature from other media along with what already 

exists, combined with cognitive science, was also applied to make sense of the 

gathered data and answer the research question itself. The goal here was not to 

validate the literature with the gathering of the data, as the literature was chosen to 

further the understanding of the data gathered. 
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Important to note is that quotations from the interviews will be translated from 

Swedish, while also being anonymised, with these being referred to as Participants. 

While quotes from the forums will be referred to as User, in addition to this, some of 

the quotes will be revised for readability. Due to legal and ethical reason, the 

interview transcription will not be available as an appendix, the transcription from the 

forums can, however, be provided on request.  

3.1 Data Gathering 
Even though the focus of the study is on visuals influence on the experience, that is 

not to say that everything that did not adhere to this was ignored during the data 

gathering, as it was also considered. The reason for this is twofold; the first is that 

even with the goal of the study being to see visuals influence, it is also essential to see 

how it relates to other aspects of games. The second reason, which ties into the first, is 

to avoid a biased result, which could occur if only data that supported the view on 

visuals being important was noted. The primary focus will, however, still be on 

visuals, as covering every aspect in depth is beyond the scope of this study. 

3.1.1 Forums 
The data gathering from the forums were performed through browsing forum post, 

where people discussed their “best” gaming experiences. The data browsed consisted 

of around 5000 posts, which came from four different forums. These being NeoGAF, 

GameSpot, IGN and Reddit, the latter being where the majority of the data came 

from. In case of uncertainty about for example, what occurred, as there was not an 

easy way for a follow-up question, the data was complemented by watching the event 

they described. The decision to end the data gathering was based on that no new codes 

appeared; in other words, the data being saturated (Creswell and Creswell, 2018). 

3.1.2 Interviews 
The interviews were semi-structured and supported by literature by Creswell 

(Creswell, 2018, pp.190–191) and Cote (Raz, 2015, pp.103–105), addressing how to 

structure interviews. The interviews were conducted on 11 participants and lasted 

between 15-20 minutes, 8 being face-to-face, while 3 were conducted over Discord. 

The participant's age as well as gender varied, and all of them lived in Stockholm, 

Sweden. The interview itself consisted of 3 opening questions, that focused on getting 
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them in the mindset of talking and reflecting about their experiences in games. The 

opening questions were then followed by the 3 primary questions, which went into 

depth about the participant's experiences in video games, with the idea that the reason 

they had remembered them was that it had left an emotional impact (Gärdenfors, 

2013, p.74). Follow up question along with probes were also prepared to go along 

with the questions if needed (Creswell and Creswell, 2018; Cote and Raz, 2015). The 

interviews were then transcribed, which resulted in 36 pages of transcribed data. 

Observational data taken from the eight face-to-face interviews, along with the tone of 

which participants spoke, and context was also considered when transcribing.  

A written agreement, along with an overview of the study, was provided to the 

participants before the interview, as to enable them to make an educated decision if 

they wanted to participate or not. Some information was, however, withheld as to 

avoid bias data, which also tied into the selection of the participants. The information 

that was withheld was that the study was going focused on visuals effect on the 

experience as if the participants knew this, their answers could have become 

compromised. This fact also ruled out participants that could be aware of this based 

on knowing what I studied. Aside from this, and that the participant needed a long 

experience with playing video games, the gathering of the participants was mainly 

done through convenience sampling, with two being found through a snowball effect 

(Cote and Raz, 2015, p.102) 

3.2 Data Analysis 
The gathered data were analysed using an inductive thematic analysis (Creswell and 

Creswell, 2018, pp.190–198; Cote and Raz, 2015), which consisted of analysing the 

data from the forums and interviews individually, forming codes based on these, 

which was later translated into themes based on existing cognitive theories. This 

initial analysis resulted in 27 and 26 codes respectively and seven themes, which was 

narrowed down to 21 and 18 under five themes (see Fig.2). These themes were: 

Control, Combination, Engagement, Mise-En-Scene and Social. While the themes 

were based on cognitive theories, the codes were instead based on the identification of 

players' meaning making of what they consider at the centre of the memorable 

moment. 
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The codes from the interviews and forums were also compared and contrasted to 

achieve a unified result. As the forum posts were analysed first, these served as a way 

to create predetermined codes for the analysis of the interviews, making the process 

more efficient. New codes that emerged were, however, not ignored as the initial 

analysis of the interviews resulted in 26 codes, 5 of which did not appear during the 

initial analysis of the forum. Important to note is that what participants discussed was 

only recorded once under a code, even if they returned to the same topic, this was to 

avoid one participant filling up a code on their own. Also, even though the codes have 

been placed in a hierarchy, it should not be taken as an indicator of their importance 

when designing games, as they emerged through qualitative analysis and not a 

quantitative one and can therefore not be relied upon to reach such a result (Creswell 

and Poth, 2018, p.185). 

Fig.2 Coding Table Breakdown 
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The combined data of the interviews and forums, containing twenty-one codes under 

five different themes, were also visualised through a thematic map (see Fig.3). The 

codes placed according to the hierarchy seen in Fig.2, the themes, however, where 

organised according to the relevance to the research question along with how they 

connected, more on this later.  

Relevant to note about the table in Fig.2 is that the interviews lacked three of the 

codes, these being: Cinematic Event, Visual Goal and Interface. What could have 

caused this is the fact that all of the four themes are more specific cases, requiring 

more time to describe than what might be available during an interview. Another 

aspect to it is that the knowledge level of the user of the forums, in general, might 

have been higher than the interviews, simply because of the larger sample size. What 

reinforces this is that some of the users on the forums did mention that they worked or 

studied game development — more on this under the limitation section. First, the 

different codes and themes will need to be covered in detail, accompanied with the 

reasoning behind them. 

 

Fig.3 Combined Thematic Map 
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3.2.1 Themes and Codes 
Just like the participant constructs a narrative around their experience, I as well create 

a narrative around their retelling of the event, which is what the codes and themes 

represent. The main difference is, however, that I am aware of my own meaning 

making, enabling one to reflect upon and question it, with the help of already 

mentioned literature.  

3.2.1.1 Control 
Control covers the code where the sense of Control over the experience has been at 

the centre of a memorable moment. Control being supported by cognitive theories, as 

feeling in control, relates to positive emotions (Pekrun et al., 2007, pp.24–26; 

Gärdenfors, 2013, p.72). Visual Agency refers to a visual response of the game from 

players' action, which created a memorable moment. Exploring, being where the 

player could explore the world, which in turn created the movement. Unexpected Turn 

is, however, the opposite as it covers the loss of control, in the sense of the familiar 

being taken away and replaced with something else. Challenge takes us back to a 

sense of control though, as it relates to a challenge presented by the game that the 

player overcomes, which relates to being in control of the experience. Choice then 

relates to control just like the rest, but in the sense of a choice presented in the game 

that effects its outcome, something that often occurs in role-playing games. Sandbox 

Event, on the other hand, refers to the world, visually or none visually, reacting to the 

player action as in a sandbox game.  

3.2.1.2 Engagement 
Engagement goes according to Bruner’s (2000, 1996) and Gärdenfors (2006b; a) 

cognitive theories and involves the codes that relate to the engagement of our 

meaning making being behind the creation of the memorable moment. The code then 

follows this and represent what caused them to get engaged and involved in the 

experience. Transported to Another World being that player felt like they were a part 

of the experience, as they lived were living there. Relationship focuses on a 

relationship with a character being what engaged them in the experience. Memorable 

Dialogue follows the same pattern but instead relates to the dialogue being what 

engaged the player. A code which is backed up by film theorists, who place 

importance on having the audience interpret the dialogue in the movie, which is 
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referred to as subtext, something that in turn engage them (Yorke, 2014; Bordwell, 

Thompson and Smith, 2017; McKee, 1997). Putting two and two Together is the code 

with the most apparent connection to our meaning making, as it refers to how one 

become engaged in the experience through wanting to figure out what has for 

example occurred, which involves connecting pieces of information. 

3.2.1.3 Mise-En-Scene 
The theme of Mise-En-Scene involves codes that correspond with Bordwell´s 

(Thompson and Smith, 2017) method of mise-en-scene and just like the codes under 

Engagement, represent when it was centre of the memorable moment. Visual 

Storytelling is what Bordwell refers to as Movement & Performance and Costume & 

Makeup, which in turn was at the centre of the experience. Environmental 

Storytelling, on the other hand, refers to the part of the mise-en-scene of Lighting and 

Setting. Cut-scenes can include all the aforementioned aspects of the mise-en-scene; 

the only difference here is that this code is referring to static film sequence without 

interaction being at the centre of the memorable moment. Visual Goal includes both 

Costume & Makeup along with Setting, as it refers to a visual goal, which can either 

be in the form of an object, character or simply the environment. Environment 

includes much of the already discussed aspects within mise-en-scene as it refers to the 

visual splendour of the environment being centre in the creation of the moment, which 

also includes the atmosphere. Interface lastly refers to the memorable moment being 

created through the use of the game's interface. 

3.2.1.4 Combination 
Combination is as the name suggest a combination between all of the themes and 

relates to codes when the combination of different elements in the game have been at 

the centre of the memorable moment. Audio Visual, referring to when the combination 

of visuals music created a memorable moment. Cinematic Events is similar to the Cut-

scene code, as the only difference is that the static film sequence is combined with 

interaction. Synergy is the most abstract code but refers to when multiple different 

elements of the game have been described as working together to create the 

experience, which in turn have been at the centre of their memorable moment. 
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3.2.1.5 Social 
Social refers to codes where social interaction with other people created a memorable 

moment. Social Interaction being the code at the centre of the theme, as it relates to 

the same as the theme. Cooperation is different as it covers multiple players working 

together to achieve a difficult challenge, which then becomes what is at the centre of 

the experience and memorable moment. 

3.3 Limitations 

The first limitation is the human aspect, as being purely objective as a researcher and 

author is next to impossible, hence the use of literature in addition to reflecting upon 

the data from varied angles, whilst making sure to be transparent about the underlying 

aspect that could lead to a biased result (Creswell and Creswell, 2018, p.199). The 

hope with this is that readers can draw their conclusion based on the information 

presented in the study. 

The second limitation ties into the first limitation of the human aspect, as it refers to 

the participants themselves, as their past experience can form their answers. An 

example of this is that many of the memorable moments under the theme 

Combination were described in a way that hinted towards a higher knowledge of 

game design, hence the reason they saw how multiple elements provided for their 

experience, some even saying that they had studied game design or were currently 

studying it. Meaning that if the research was not done through convenience sampling, 

and with a focus on participants knowledge about game design, the theme of 

Combination might have been much more significant and vice versa. It is to combat 

the limitations convenience sampling placed on the study that the data gathering from 

the forums came in, as well as to complement the limited sample size of the 

interviews, which is the third limitation. Even so, the forum came with its limitation 

as they lent themselves to people that are more social and, in this way, do not 

represent players as a whole. The same cannot be said for the interviews, though, as 

the social nature of the participants varied. 

The limited literature on the subject of combining visuals and narrative can also be 

seen as a limitation, as there are no previous studies with the same approach that 
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could help validate the result of this study. The literature and research from other 

media presented earlier, along with human cognition in combination with already 

existing video game research can hopefully alleviate this.  

The last imitation that needs addressing is the fact that nostalgia could be what made 

the player remember the moment, instead of what the game did, as some of the 

participants reflected upon it. Even so, the game had to have done something for the 

player to remember it in the first place; else it would not have become nostalgic for 

them. Nostalgia is still something to keep in mind as it is a variable only considered 

for the interviews, as it was possible to ask follow-up questions about nostalgia, while 

this was not possible for the data collected on the forums. The topic of nostalgia also 

leads to another area which could have been relevant, which is research concerning 

memory. The reason being that it could give an insight into how people remember 

things and if certain aspects are more dominant then others. Looking into memory 

research in addition to the rest would, however, make the scope of the study to 

significant, hence the reason it was decided against. 
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4. Discussion and Result

To get a better overview of the data from the analysis and to easier answer, the 

research questions a thematic map only consisting of the five main themes were 

created; with the goal of being able to get an overview of how they connect (see 

fig.4). The different themes are representing what appeared as central to the players' 

memorable moment. Even though all of the themes connect to each other, highest is 

Engagement as it has the most concrete connection with the other themes, in the 

sense that all of the themes served to engage the players' meaning making, in our 

narrative construction and by doing so involved the player in the experience (Bruner, 

2000, 1996; Gärdenfors, 2006a). The strongest connection being between 

Engagement and Control, as the high amount of control given in video-games has 

seen to increase emotional engagement, as it results in positive emotions (Gärdenfors, 

2013, p.76; Pekrun et al., 2007, p.25). Supporting this is how participants intricately 

described their memorable moment where control was at the centre, which hinted 

towards a high amount of engagement, something which will be discussed further 

later on. Important to note before moving on is that a connection between themes 

does not indicate a connection between all correlating codes for each of the themes. 

4.1 Conveyance of Narrative within the Themes 

4.1.1 Engagement 
As the theme of Engagement can be tied back to the rest of the themes, in its 

relevance for our meaning making, it becomes an excellent place to start when 

presenting and discussing the analysed data and its connection to our construction of 

Fig. 4 Focused Thematic Map 
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meaning. To make this process easier we will refer back to Gärdenfors and Lombard’s 

(2017) definition of casual cognition and the seven grade model, while also looking at 

the data from a design perspective with the help of Gyllenbäck (Boman, 2011) and 

Bordwell (1985, pp.55–60) aforementioned theories of Fabula and Syuzhet. Starting 

with a quote from a user on the forums, discussion a memorable moment in Portal 2 

(Valve, 2011) relating to the code of Putting two and two Together.  

For me when I reached that moment, I had no idea what do to, but then 

suddenly as I recognized the moon in the sky, I swear I had a moment like 

Dory reading the word Sydney, with all the events of the game flashing in 

front of my eyes as Cave Johnson rambled on about moon dust. I fired into 

space, waiting as that second stretched beyond its welcome, then suddenly all 

hell broke loose, and I won. It was an amazing moment. 

(User 1) 

Here seeing the moon acted as the final piece of the puzzle, which seen from a design 

perspective is part of the Syuzhet that affected the player's construction of the Fabula, 

which created a memorable moment for the player. A memorable moment shared by 

multiple other users on the forum, all be it with a slight variation of their Fabula´s, as 

seen in the two examples below.  

I swear that scene was timed perfectly [..] just long enough to connect the dots 

between oh hey! the moon that’s pretty... wait didn’t Cave Johnson say 

something about the white goop having moondust - portal gunshots at the 

moon OMG NOW WAY.  

(User 2) 

I loved that part for multiple reasons, one, is that the game had given you just 

enough information to know to try it, that it took a second for your brain in the 

scene to figure it out, so you still got the ah-ha moment, and two, is because as 

the ping occurred, my future wife turned to me and went how did you know?!  

(User 3) 

The cognitive processes of piecing together the clues can be further understood 

through the 7-grade model, as the process relates to the 7th as well as the 4th grade. 
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The latter referring to humans ability to follow inanimate visual clues (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017, p.226). This then being applied in combination with the 7th grade, 

which is our ability to create causal links between abstract information, leading to a 

hypothesis which is either reinforced in the case of that shooting at the moon worked, 

or forced to be reworked had it not succeeded (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, 

pp.227–228). Another grade that can also be seen in the quote is the 1st, which refers 

to our ability to connect our actions to a perceived effect, as in that they see that they 

can shoot a portal towards the moon (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.221, 225). 

Seeing it from this perspective can reveal the influence visuals have on the player's 

narrative construction, as it, just like the rest, a part of the Syuzhet and provides for 

the construction of the player's Fabula. Building upon this is another quote from a 

user on the forums, which also relate to the theme of Engagement, but this time 

falling under the code of Transported to another World. 

The gameplay is really good, it is… but I wouldn´t play it wasn´t it that the 

world was so engrossing, that the world felt so large and epic and scary, but I 

still want to know… It´s like a horror movie, it is scary, but you still want to 

see what happens, it's kind of the same thing, it’s like this, it’s hard, but you 

want to keep fighting through it […] constantly throughout it, that is what I 

like with it. You´re never pulled out of it, there is never a point, ah, this is a 

game, for example, “ah, that´s just a buggy game mechanic”, or something 

along those lines. You´re never taken out of it, you never need to leave that 

uncomfortable comfort zone in any way, ehm…  

(Participant 9) 

Discussed in the quote was Dark Souls (From Software, 2011), with the quote itself 

consisting of two interconnected parts. Firstly, how the player felt involved in the 

world and secondly how they were interested in learning more about the world, even 

though the world felt uncomfortable. Exactly why the player wanted to press on even 

though it was uncomfortable was however unclear based on the interview. Though, by 

adding cognitive theories, around our curiosity, one can start to theorise. The reason 

being that curiosity is a primary aspect of what Gärdenfors refers to as intrinsic 

motivation, along with competence and compassion (Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76–77, 86–
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87). Curiosity could then be argued to be what drove the player forward, as curiosity 

is naturally strong even from an early age, as we try to learn through new experiences 

(Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76, 86). Something that in turn could have resulted in the 

player getting engaged in the world, as they want to understand. Because curiosity, 

similarly to control, is a positive emotion, which has been seen to increase our 

emotional engagement (Gärdenfors, 2013, p.76). Interesting to note as well is that a 

higher amount of emotional engagement has in turn been theorised to increase 

learning capabilities as it increases one’s attention, that in turn can increase 

someone’s curiosity and in turn engagement (Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76–77). As one 

increases the other, it can be presented as an endless loop, where curiosity provide 

engagement, which in turn increase attention and our capabilities to learn, that in turn 

spurs the desire to learn more, increasing curiosity (see fig.5). 

The process of trying to learn and understand the world also relates to the cognitive 

process already covered with the help of the 7-grade model (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017), tying the quote above to our construction of meaning. This, in 

turn, leads back to Fabula and Syuzhet, as what provided for the processes and the 

construction of the Fabula, in the sense of the memorable moment, was elements 

belonging to the Syuzhet. The Syuzhet itself and the elements belonging to it can be 

easier seen in the next quote as it discusses more specifically what provided for the 

Curiosity

Engagement

Attention

Learning

Fig.5 An suggestion to the process of how curiosity, engagement, attention and learning provide for each 
other. 
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moment. A quote that would adhere to the code of Putting two and two Together, had 

it not been a continuation of the already discussed memorable moment. 

[…] why is the boss here, why does the tutorial boss start as a regular knight, 

to then explode into a, large abomination, that kills you in two hits, why does 

it happen… and there is an explanation behind it […] if you search for an 

explanation, you can find it […] it barely contains any dialogue and barely any 

cut-scenes that convey stuff, instead it conveys it through context and clues in 

the world and, like the environment. […] Ruins can tell a story, ehm, a body 

might have an item that explains, like this, why the body is laying in such a 

weird place, why he was here, it’s a story in of itself […] 

(Participant 9) 

In addition to the 7th, 4th grade becoming even more apparent during the construction 

of the Fabula in this quote, so does the elements provide for this, in other words, the 

Syuzhet. The reason being that the visual clues in the world were explicitly mentioned 

this time, which had to be considered in the context of the surrounding environment in 

order to understand. Tying it to the 4th grade, in the sense of the interpretation of 

inanimate visuals clues and the 7th, as a hypothesis is created with the help of aspects 

from all of the codes, around, for example, the world and creatures in it (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017). There are presumably more than these grades in effect, but the 4th 

and 7th are most apparent in the interview; hence, the reason these are being focused 

upon for the analysis. Besides, more aspects are most likely involved in the player 

creation of a hypothesis as well, based on the amount of information humans take in 

every second, most of which unconsciously as discussed earlier (Wilson, 2004, 

pp.22–24). These are not as apparent in the interview, however, and would require 

further interpretation, something that is beyond the scope of this study, therefore the 

focus will be on what is most apparent.  

Moving over to a more concrete example of the 4th grade, which would be the ability 

to infer a past event, as in the case of figuring out the cause behind the corpse´s 

position, based on visual clues, which would be Syuzhet if seen from a design 

perspective (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.222, 226). The 3rd grade also comes 

into play here, as one would infer the past actions of the now-deceased person, 
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through the already discussed principle of mindreading (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 

2017, p.226). Similarly, to the previously discussed quotes about Portal 2 (Vale, 

2011), appearing here is once again that the influence visuals have, on engaging the 

player in the experience and in the creation of the memorable moment, should not be 

underestimated. 

4.1.2 Mise-En-Scene 
Moving away from the theme of Engagement to focus on the theme of Mise-En-Scene 

revealed the same cognitive processes discussed, all be it with more of the grades 

being present as the quotes go into more detail. Take, for example, a memorable 

moment from one of the interviews that fall under the theme of Visual Storytelling. 

[…] like a detective investigation of what occurred […] the first that happened 

is that you have like a clock that can look back in time, so you can see the 

last… occasions in a person’s life, before they died and then when you find a 

corpse you can activate it. The most important [bodies] are the one you found 

first, as they made you think, wait what happen? Then you start thinking a 

lot… because what I found was actually the end first, but you need to find the 

end before you can find everything else to put it all together […] sad end to it 

all, with the last people on the boat dying, while still having the thought of… 

what happened? I need to know everything hehe… 

(Participant 4) 

The game discussed was Return of the Obra Dinn (Lucas Pope, 2018), a game that in 

a way brings our construction of meaning to the forefront, as it encourages the player 

to construct a narrative around what had occurred on the boat. A narrative that, if seen 

from a design perspective, constructed from the Syuzhet. The different grades 

involved in the construction is once again the 7th and 4th grade, though here the 1st, 3rd 

and 6th grade also come into play. Starting with the 3rd and 4th grade as these works 

together to enable us to create a causal connection between past and present event. 

Based on the visual clues left behind and the already discussed processes of 

mindreading, as we have the ability deduce the motivation behind an action by 

placing oneself in their position (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.226, 222, 223).  
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Building upon this is the 6th grade, which is our ability to infer the force of an intimate 

object and what it has caused. An example from the game would be the ability to 

deduce that a falling object was behind the death of a person on the ship (Lombard 

and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.223, 228). The 6th grade is an extension of the 1st grade, 

which as already discussed, refers to one’s actions affecting, for example, an object 

(Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.221, 223). The 1st grade is also involved here on 

its own, as the player figures out that they can interact with the bodies on the ship, 

after using the clock. Like before, it is all these grades working together that then ties 

into the 7th grade, as it refers to our constantly evolving construction of a hypothesis 

around what had occurred on the boat. In other words, as seen from a design 

perspective, the player's construction of a Fabula based on the Syuzhet (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.228, 223; Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011; Bordwell, 1985).  

Also appearing in the quote is the positive emotion of curiosity, which is relevant for 

our inner motivation, and if achieved serve to increase the player's engagement as 

they attempt to understand (Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76, 86–87). The aspect of curiosity 

is something that will be returning in almost all future quotes, presumably because it, 

along with wanting to understand and learn about the world, is so dominant within 

people (Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76, 86). Interesting to note about Return of the Obra 

Dinn is the fact that the game has seen praise for its narrative, even winning the GDC 

award for “Best Narrative” (Kotaku, 2019), whilst games like Dark Souls which 

contain the same cognitive process in our construction of the meaning from the 

Syzhet, have seen little praise for its narrative in comparison. 

Another example of our construction of meaning that also falls under the code of 

Visual Storytelling is a memorable moment in Hyper Light Drifter (Heart Machine, 

2016), which is discussed by a user on the forums. 

 […] The story is told exclusively through pictures and very short (<20 

seconds) cutscenes but totally captured me as I tried to understand. […] The 

constant themes of decay and sudden attack by an enemy none of the natives 

of each area could stop, all tied in with the unstoppable black monster within 

the hero. 

(User 4) 
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The same cognitive process appears here, as the player is engaged in their 

construction of the Fabula based on the Syuzhet, in other words, what the designers 

have created. The process, and how this engages the user, can once again be further 

understood through the application of the 7-grade model, as all of the grades are 

involved to some extent in the player's construction of meaning. The most prominent 

one in the quote itself being the 4th grade, referring to our ability to create casual links 

between intimate visual clues and what has occurred, something that in combination 

with the 3rd grade and mindreading enable us to infer what has occurred and the 

motivation behind it (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.226–227). An example from 

the quote would be the player trying to understand the motivation behind the enemy’s 

sudden attacks, as well as what they are and where they come from. Understanding 

motivations also ties, depending on if the enemies are humans or not, into the 5th 

grade which refers to our ability of mindreading and constructing a casual 

understanding of none human species, for example, animals (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.227, 223). Just like all the previous quote, the grades discussed 

ties into the 7th grade and our construction of a hypothesis or seen from a design 

perspective the Fabula. 

The cognitive process discussed can also be seen within the quotes under 

Environmental Storytelling. An example of this is a quote from one of the interviews, 

discussing a memorable moment in Undertale (2015). 

[…] you play through different kinds of stories depending on how you act in 

the game, so if you go a so called Genocide Route, you should kill as much as 

possibly […] you often do it lastly, when you´ve played through the game… 

then when you come to some places, when you arrive at a city it´s often full of 

life and people and people you can talk to all the time, but when you play it 

like that, when you play it they disappear, everything becomes so empty […] 

You notice such an obvious difference in how the game plays out, depending 

on how you act. 

(Participant 3) 

The player once again constructs their Fabula based on the Syuzhet, a process which 

in this case involves the 4th, 3rd and 7th grade. As the player interprets the inanimate 
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visual clues in the city and world, seeing how it had changed from when they were 

first there, which they create a hypothesis around, which began when arriving in the 

city and had to be adapted as they returned to the city. 

The same cognitive process within the larger codes of Mise-En-Scene also exists in 

the smaller ones. An example of this is a memorable moment in Uncharted 4 

(Naughty Dogs, 2016), discussed on the forums. 

The ending of Uncharted 4 when you finally find Avery's ship. Whole game is 

beautiful anyway, but it's like you have so many leads and don't think you're 

ever going to find this fucking treasure and when you finally find the ship it's 

just such a beautiful moment with beautiful graphics.  

(User 5) 

The moment described fell under the code of Visual Goal, as what appeared to be at 

the centre of the experience was the discovery of the ship. The same cognitive 

processes from previously discussed codes can still be seen, most apparent being the 

4th and 7th as the player construct a Fabula based on the visual clues in the 

environment. Adding to this is a quote falling under the same code, even though the 

scenario is very different. 

When I killed it, I got so f***** happy I could finally show-off on my rune 

plate body, while all my low-level friends instantly started to see me as a 

'HIGH-LEVEL', even though I was like, lvl.56 or something. 

(User 6)  

Even though the quote is referring to an item acquired in Runescape, the visual 

representation of the goal and the satisfaction caused by it remain the same from a 

cognitive perspective. The similarity becomes even more evident if one observes it 

from a design perspective, as the resulting Fabula constructed from the Syuzhet is 

similar. Interesting to note here is that these two quotes correlate well with the 

approach of ludology with rewards as an incentive, hence the earlier mentioning of it 

being relevant in its own right. It, however, remains to be limited for the purpose of 

this study. 
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4.1.3 Control 
The third theme of Control contains the same cognitive process already brought up, 

while also being present in all the quotes above. As even though it was not at the 

centre of the memorable moment, the player was controlling and interacting with the 

game world at some point, making it a part of the Syuzhet that the player formed the 

Fabula from. The same can applies to the moment under Control, as aside from it 

being connected to Engagement, there will also be visual elements involved, tying it 

back to the theme of Mise-En-Scene. Leading back to the already discussed topic of 

visuals effect on the experience, even though control is at the centre of the memorable 

moments, visual can provide for this as it is also a part of the Syuzhet and our 

construction of meaning. An example of this is a quote from one of the interviews 

falling under the code of Unexpected Turn, discussing a memorable moment within 

Last of Us (Naughty Dog, 2013) 

[…] when the main character, more or less is lying on deaths bed there and 

you play as his companion, the girl that is… ehm, and it´s those kinds of 

surprises in games that you, you, kind of […] you build your character with 

weapon and other abilities and then, in the middle of the game, everything is 

taken from you. […] oh, now you need to think in a different way, how you 

are supposed to make it out of this now? 

(Participant 6) 

The quote involves multiple aspects within control; firstly, the loss of control as they 

now need to play as the girl. Forcing them to rework the hypothesis constructed 

throughout the game, based on the Syuzhet, according to the 7th grade (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.223–228). Primarily involving the abilities of the girl, which are 

different from that of the older man as described later in the interview.  

[…] there weirdly, instead of playing the older man, you play as the young girl 

and there already, you can imagine the player should feel it as psychically 

harder, when she needs to make it on her own and then you need o walk 

through snow and shoot a deer that then runs away, forcing you to chase it and 

suddenly, there are other people there, which you don´t know if they are 

hostile or friendly […] it is very mentally taxing, as a player as well, wonder 
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how you should react against them, should you run, fight, or believe that they 

are friendly. 

(Participant 6) 

The interpretation of the difference between the two primarily resides within the 1st 

grade, as the player discovers the difference as a result of actions taken by them 

(Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.221, 225). One could also add the 2nd grade here, 

as the player is observing the result of the girl's actions, comparing it to the man 

(Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.221, 226). Here the other aspect of control also 

comes into play, as it is through the player controlling the character that they 

experience the difference. Important to note is that even with the interaction being at 

the forefront, what is visually shown also plays a part in the reconstruction of the 

hypothesis, as the game visually responds to the player's actions. Tying it back to the 

importance of visuals as it is a part of the Syuzhet, which the player forms their 

Fabula from. The cognitive processes already mentioned is also present. The reason 

being that the 3rd and 4th grade is involved in the reconstruction of the hypothesis, as 

besides feeling how they are walking slowly through the snow, they can also see the 

difficulty the girl have traversing (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp. 222–226).   

An even better example of visuals involvement in the sense of control is a quote from 

the forums, discussing a memorable moment within Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons 

(2013), which falls under the code of Visual Agency. 

Me and my best friend played the Xbox Arcade game Brothers. We each held 

half the controller (one analogue stick and trigger controls one brother, the 

other side controls the other brother) we played through the whole thing 

having a jolly little time, until we got near the end, and I was killed. Every 

time I pressed my trigger it sent my brother into fits of mourning, it was such a 

surreal experience, we never expected this seemingly happy game to take such 

a turn, at least we got the medicine for dad.  

(User 7) 

Similar to the previous quote, there was a large change both in the sense control and 

visuals. As in addition to the older brother being gone, there was a change to how the 

player controlled and interacted with the game. The clearest example is that the 
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younger brother started mourning when the player tried to control the older brother, 

who was not there anymore. An event that involves the 4th and 7th grade, as the player 

once again interpret visuals, as to construct meaning around it (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017). This moment is also an excellent example of multiple elements 

working together towards a unified goal, as it is not only the gameplay providing for 

the experience or only visuals, instead both are part of the Syuzhet and are working 

together to form the Fabula in the player's eyes. In other words, it provides for the 

player meaning making, with the help of narrative as our “vehicle of meaning 

making” (Bruner, 1996). 

4.1.4 Social 
The theme of Social is an outsider compared to the other themes, as it refers to the 

social interactions with other players, which can also be done using separate software, 

for example, Skype (Skype Technologies, 2003) or Discord (Discord Inc, 2015). Even 

so, tying it to the other themes is that it still involves the same multi-layered cognitive 

processes in our construction of meaning, along with it being another aspect which 

has the potential to engage the player's meaning making. Also, elements from all of 

the themes and codes can be found within, not in the least Mise-En-Scene, as visuals 

influence appeared here as well. An example of this is a memorable moment in 

Journey (Thatgamecompany, 2012), discussed by a user on the forum, which fell 

under the code of Social Interaction. 

I was playing through Journey, and I was connected with a different person. 

We both immediately clicked somehow, despite not being able to talk to the 

other at all. We were both just being goofy, tripping all over the place and 

wrapping our scarves around each other. When we got to the end, I tried to 

draw a heart in the snow, but my companion was so excited they spazzed on 

the lines. I drew another one, then they made one right next to it. We walked 

between our hearts to the split in the mountain. I was in tears. They will 

always be a companion to me.  

(User 8) 

As seen in the example, even with the social aspect being at the centre of the 

experience, visuals provided for this as it was through gestures the player 
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communicated with each other. Tying back to Mise-En-Scene or more specifically 

Movement and Performance, the difference being that instead of interpreting an actor, 

the player is interpreting each other. The interpretation of the gestures also connects it 

to the 7th, 4th and 3rd grade as it involves visuals clues and mindreading, which leads 

to the construction of meaning around what the other player is saying (Lombard and 

Gärdenfors, 2017). There are however scenarios where visuals influence on the 

experience is not as clear, an example of this is a memorable moment in World of 

Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) taken from one of the interviews, which falls 

under the code of Cooperation. 

[…] ehm, that, you immerse yourself in it so much, especially when you start 

to get friends within the game as well. So, when you start to play together with 

your friends and start completing things with your friends, then you build a 

strong fellowship and… ehm, it is a little special when you complete hard 

things in a group of people. 

(Participant 3) 

Even though visuals influence is not as apparent here, the construction of meaning is 

still present as the player construct their Fabula based on the Syuzhet, which would 

include all the elements present in the design. Important to note is that the theme of 

Social does contain outliers, which is beyond the scope of this study. The first 

example of this is social events created by players around a game, which did not have 

a social element in it, to begin with. An example of this would be playing a 

singleplayer game together with someone and by doing so, create a social event 

around the game. There were multiple examples of these from both forums and 

interview, but they were not considered when coding, as it as already mentioned 

beyond the scope of this study. The second example of outliers was, however, 

included when coding, which was moments where players appeared to divert from the 

intended way to play in a social context, the most obvious being a memorable 

moment in Smite (Titan Forge Games, 2014), which falls under the code of Social 

Interaction.  

[…] I'm just going to run laps the whole game. The opposing team sees me 

rounding the bend and demolished me early, but I was not to be deterred. I 
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made the second lap without dying. During the third, an enemy sees me 

coming and prepares to fight, but I just whizz by him. Then the most beautiful 

thing of all happens, he joins me. 

(User 9) 

The game in question was a competitive game, hence why the opponent joining him 

in running laps diverted from how the game was intended to play. It can, however, be 

argued that by giving the player control of their own experience, they had considered 

players' creativity and ability to create their own entertainment. This is mere 

speculations though and would require further research to fully explore, as it goes 

more into the control given to the player than visuals and social, even though both are 

involved here as well. The fact it moved into the topic of controls is also the reason it 

was included when coding, as the memorable moment remained within the game 

itself and the creation of it involved elements from the game, or as seen from a design 

perspective, the memorable moment was created through the Syuzhet. 

4.1.5 Combination  
As the theme of Combination contains codes where the memorable moments were 

created through a combination of multiple elements from other themes, it will be 

discussed while referring back to previously discussed themes. This being most 

apparent within the code of Synergy, which the first example of a memorable moment 

comes from. 

[…] the importance of the ending there, you pretty much, you have done all 

this, it is you who have been a terrible person and murdered civilians […] it 

was a little mix with game mechanics together with the story itself in a good 

way, that did, that really emphasised it as; do you remember that occasion 

when you released white phosphor on those civilians, they really emphasised 

that it was you who had done it, you could just have turned off the game and 

moved on, but you choose to continue killing civilization, or something like 

that. 

(Participant 4) 

The memorable moment discussed was from Spec Ops: The Line (Yager 

Development, 2012), where the emphasis described occurred through meta-
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commentary in the dialogue, which addressed the player through the character they 

played. Important to note is that there are multiple different interpretations on the 

games ending, or as seen from a design perspective the Fabula (Gyllenbäck and 

Boman, 2011). The focus here will, however, be on the participant's interpretation of 

the ending. This being that the game pointed at the player as the one that had 

committed the crimes. Providing for this are multiple elements, which the participant 

also acknowledged as they mentioned it was a mixing of game mechanics and story. 

Applying already discussed theories of Fabula and Syuzhet and the 7-grade model can 

help to further our understanding of what the participant is referring to, while also 

revealing what other themes are involved (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011; Lombard 

and Gärdenfors, 2017). Starting with the most apparent one of Engagement or more 

specifically the code of Memorable Dialogue, which had a large part to play in the 

Syuzhet, as the player interpret the dialogue in their construction of the Fabula. The 

grades involvement also becomes clearer as the participant discussed the moment 

further. 

[…] you go after the American general […] it is only when you come to the 

end, that you understand that he´d been dead all this time and that he is pretty 

much only in your mind, created as an excuse to what you´ve done. 

(Participant 4) 

Here the 4th and 3rd grade come into the play as the player sees the generals corpse 

sitting in his chair with a gun in his hand and based on these visuals clues and through 

mindreading the player create a hypothesis around what has occurred, which ties it all 

into the 7th grade (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017). The 6th grade is also involved as 

the player can infer the force of the gun being the cause of death, based on the pistol 

position in relation to the position of the corpse (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017). The 

dialogue and the scene being played out in front of the participant would be what one 

could assume they are referring to when speaking of the story, and the combination 

would be how the game refers and ties the story into the player's actions. The latter of 

which would fall under the theme of Control as it refers to the player's actions and the 

game's response to this. Meaning the only theme not involved at this moment is 

Social, which is understandable as it is a singleplayer game. Another memorable 

moment which contains much of the same cognitive processes is one from Metal 
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Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater (Konami, 2004), taken from the forums, which fall under 

the code Cinematic Event. 

[…] You're in a beautiful field of flowers blowing in the wind, standing over 

your opponent, who happens to be your mentor, lover, and friend. You've just 

defeated her, and now you have to kill her. You stand over her holding her 

own weapon, and the camera pans back and just sits there. I sat for a full five 

minutes waiting for something to happen, but it doesn't. The game makes 

YOU pull the trigger. It isn't a cutscene anymore. You kick off the rest of the 

series with that button, by executing an innocent woman in that field. Shit was 

powerful, man. 

(User 10) 

Involved in the memorable moment is once again the 4th and 7th grade, as it is through 

visuals the player realises what will happen next, making it a part of the Syuzhet that 

forms their Fabula (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017; Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011). 

Though, this is not the main element in the memorable moment, as it is through 

giving the control back to the player that the effect of the moment was increased. The 

Syuzhet is, in other words, a combination between what would be under the theme 

Control and Mise-En-Scene, which is what forms the Fabula, similarly to the previous 

memorable moment discussed. 

Another essential code to discuss under Combination is the code of Audio Visual as it 

was the single largest code amongst all of the themes and made up a majority of the 

moment within the theme of Combination. That is not to say it is the most significant 

element within game design. It merely means it was the most frequent code from the 

forums and interviews (Creswell and Poth, 2018, p.185). A possible reason for this 

could be the already discussed knowledge levels amongst participants, as recognises 

the music is more accessible than seeing the intricates in the game's design.  

Even though how to best utilised audio as to enhance the experience, be it in the form 

of sound effects or music, is important, it remains beyond the scope of this study as it 

would require further research to reach a definitive conclusion. Though, based on the 

data at hand it can still be argued to be important as it remains a part of the Syuzhet 

and the player's construction of a Fabula, making it one more tool that can be used 
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when designing games. An example of this is a quote from the forums, discussing a 

memorable moment in The Last Guardian (SIE Japan Studio, 2016) 

But when Trico leaps to the other part of the bridge, you jump, and miss, then 

cue slow-motion. The boy calls out to Trico and Trico catches him, the music 

cutting out and the echo, as well as the music triumphantly returning made me, 

by brother and my friend, who were switching times playing f****** flipped. 

(User 11) 

Here the music served as to enhance the climactic event in the sense of the triumphant 

return of the music just as the character in the game succeeded. The use of music in 

this scenario, which often appeared in the data, shares similarities with how the player 

regained control of the character when it got time to shoot in Metal Gear Solid 3: 

Snake Eater, and how the game of Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons changed the control 

as to cause the brother remaining to start morning. As those two also added another 

element of the design to enhance the climactic moment of the game. In other words, 

modified the Syuzhet to achieve a certain Fabula. Another game enhancing the 

climactic event through audio is Silent Hill 2 (Konami Computer Entertainment 

Tokyo, 2001). 

To pick a moment from it, the absolute deadly silence immediately following 

James viewing the VCR tape in the Lakeview Hotel. Just a punch to the heart. 

(User 12) 

Similarly, to how a taking away the control from the player can affect their Fabula, 

leaving the player in complete silence can do the same, as the player will try to 

understand and construct a narrative around the event regardless. That is not to say 

that a memorable moment under Audio Visuals was only created around climatic 

events, as seen in the next example from Final Fantasy VII (Square, 1997). 

[…] for single player I think the Midgar slums in FF7 is a perfect 

encapsulation of music, mood, atmosphere, and visuals, the first couple hours 

of this game are literally perfection. 

(User 13) 
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Here the music was combined with the visuals of the environment, as to provide the 

atmosphere of the game, which provided the player with the memorable moment. 

There are multiple different examples of all of these, but they all share the same 

cognitive processes at its core. 

4.2 Build-up 
Discovered through the analysis of the data was that many of the memorable moments 

occurred during a climax, which the game had been building up towards from the 

start. The build-up being present in the Syuzhet, as it forms the player's Fabula, seen 

from a design perspective (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011; Bordwell, 1985). Examples 

of this would be the already discussed quotes from Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater, 

Spec Ops: The Line as well as Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons, as all three occurred at 

the end of the games, after a build-up, consisting of a variety of different elements. An 

even clearer example of this is a memorable moment under Relationship, specifically 

one from Dragon Age: Origins (Bioware, 2009). 

Played a female Grey Warden in DA:O and romanced Alistair. There was so 

much depth to that game, and I got into every single conversation, even in 

camp, to deepen the relationship and explore the character. We made it all the 

way to the big final fight and ...he left me. Broke up, on the spot, we're done. 

Then, just before the fight, he told me he did it so I wouldn't sacrifice myself 

for him because he did love me after all and then... he died. I was literally 

bummed for a week. ANY game that can touch me like that is tops in my 

book. 

(User 14) 

Here the player's relationship with the character was at the centre of the memorable 

moment, which reached its climax at the end of the game, which based on the quote 

would not have the same effect had it not been built up through the game. The same 

goes for almost all of the memorable moments falling under the code of Relationship, 

as they spoke of a relationship being built up throughout the game. Moreover, even 

though it did not always result in a climatic even as in the previous quote, it still left 
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an impression on the players. Another example of build-up from a completely 

different code is a memorable moment from Mass Effect 2 (Bioware, 2010), which 

comes from one of the interviews and falls under the code of Choice. A code that 

shares similarities with Relationship as the memorable moments discussed was often 

a result of a build up throughout the games. 

[…] I´m thinking about the ending of the second game […] you are supposed 

to destroy a ship or a base […] when you escape from there, it is your crew, 

depending on the choices made earlier in the game, that they survive or not, 

and that was for me, it was a very interesting thing… I mean, it was a little bit 

that I got to decide it… depending on what you did earlier in the game. 

(Participant 1) 

Once more, forming the memorable moment is what occurred throughout the game, 

which in this case was the choices made by the player and the control given to them 

by the game. Interesting to note though is that even if it is the climactic moment they 

remember, had they not been engaged in the experience they might not have reached 

there. 

4.3 Result and Future Research 
There are two stages to the result of the analysis, the first being answering the 

research question itself, as it is required before moving onto the second stage. The 

second being the introduction of a foundational framework for how the analysis could 

be conducted more efficiently in future studies, something that was discovered 

through the study as a whole. 

4.3.1 Answer to the Research Question 
How do the visual elements within games support the player´s creation of narrative as 

their cognitive vehicle of meaning making? In what way does visuals affect the 

experience in terms of engaging the player´s meaning making? 

Seen through the qualitative analysis of the data and with the help of the 7-grade 

model of casual cognition by Lombard and Gärdenfors (2017), was how visuals in the 

form of the different grades provided for the player's construction of narrative. 

Narrative seen as the vehicle of meaning making (Bruner, 2000, 1996) — explained 
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through the player's construction of a hypothesis as part of the 7th grade of casual 

cognition, which was continually being reworked depending on the information 

presented (Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017, pp.224–230). Information that from a 

design perspective came from the Syuzhet, which refers to all of the elements within 

the design, that the Fabula was constructed from (Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011). 

Fabula being the player's interpretation of the games event as a result of their 

meaning making, or in other words, the narrative they constructed to understand the 

game. A construction which in turn engaged the player in the experience spurred on 

by their curiosity and desire to understand the world around them, which is 

particularly strong in humans (Gärdenfors, 2006a, pp. 127-128). In other words, 

visuals were shown to have a significant influence on the experience based on the 

analysis, in addition to the fact that none of the players played with a black screen or 

text-based games. 

It is, however, hard to give a definitive answer on exactly how and in what way the 

different visual elements affected the players' meaning making, as the information 

given through the quotes are limited in nature. This, in turns, opens up for further 

research into what effect certain visual elements have and how they are interpreted by 

the player in their construction of the narrative. That is not to say that visuals were the 

only thing that affected the experience, or that it was most important, as multiple 

different elements were providing for the players' meaning making. Amongst these 

things are the aspect discussed within the different themes of Engagement, Control, 

Social and Combination as they were all part of the Syuzhet and could be connected to 

the different grades within the 7-grade model, which the player constructed their 

Fabula from. Often working together with visuals and each other as to provide for the 

experience, something that often led to the most memorable moments, which 

highlights the importance of considering all aspects of the design and to not 

disregards aspects as irrelevant, which as discussed have been done to both visuals 

and narrative within game research. 

Important to note around the result is that the presentation of the themes and codes 

does not mean that for example, Visual Agency is essential for the player to feel in 

control. For the simple fact that the placement of the memorable moment might have 

varied had someone else done it. That is, however, beside the point, as even though 
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the memorable moments would be placed under a different code or theme, the same 

cognitive process remain, which is what is being highlighted here. To look at the 

underlying cognitive process that provides for the memorable moment. As regardless 

of where it is placed, the memorable moment served to engage the players' meaning 

making, supported by their narrative construction, in which visual elements had a role 

to play (Bruner, 2000, 1996). Something that became easier to detect with the theories 

presented, these being Fabula and Syuzhet, along with the 7th grade model 

(Gyllenbäck and Boman, 2011; Lombard and Gärdenfors, 2017). Theories which can 

also be applied to much of the existing video game research as to further our 

understanding, not in the least the articles by Jenkins (2004) and Fernández-Vara 

(2011), as have been already shown. 

4.3.2 Foundational Framework for future Analysis 
Discovered after the analysis was that all of the memorable moments could be tied to 

Engagement, as even though Engagement might not have been at the centre of the 

memorable moment, the moments still served to engaged players' meaning making, 

leading to them getting involved in the experience. This connection between the 

memorable was one of the things that created the fine line between the different 

themes, while also not allowing for a nuanced view on what elements provided for the 

engagement, as it merely stated that it did. What can be done instead is to place 

engagement at the centre of the analysis and not to have it as a theme, while placing 

elements that provide for engaging the player in the experience around it, which the 

different themes and codes can be connected into. An example of how placing 

engagement at the centre of the analysis would look can be seen below, which is an 

expansion of the loop presented in fig.4. As control has been added in addition to 

curiosity, attention and learning, for the purpose of conducting a more nuanced 

thematic analysis (see fig.5).  
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The reason for adding these around engagement is that they represent elements that 

either provided with engaging the player meaning making, or enhanced it as in the 

case of control (Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76–77). 

Tying themes and codes to these elements can, in turn, provide an understanding of 

what exactly provided for engaging the player in the experience. Curiosity can, for 

example, be spurred on by environmental storytelling or dialogue between characters, 

something that, in turn, engage them in the experience. As the player becomes 

engaged in the experience, their attention is also increased, which increase our 

capabilities to learn (Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76–77). Control, while making the player 

feel more engaged in the experience, also has the potential to increase our learning 

capabilities (Gärdenfors, 2013, pp.76–77), which provides for our meaning making, 

hence the reason it has been added. Connected to control can then be themes and 

codes that provided for the players' sense of control, in the form of choices within the 

games or visual agency. The examples of what provides for attention is, however, 

limited to control, curiosity and engagement, for the time being, making it the most 

abstract among the different aspects and in need of further research. More elements 

can, and will presumably need to be added around engagement, as to get a better 

understanding what engage players in the experience and how different elements 

work together as to provide for engaging them in the experience. As the framework in 

fig.5 and what has been discussed was simply a short presentation of a foundational 

framework for future studies into the subject matter. Important to note is that this 

framework is not limited to visuals influence on the experience, as it serves to provide 

Fig.6 Foundational Framework 
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an understanding of what engages the player in the experience, along with how. 

Additionally, further research into how different visuals elements affect the player's 

narrative construction would need to be performed to complement the potential 

knowledge gained from using the framework. As knowing what engages players in 

the experience is only the first step, with the next being to understand how to 

manipulate the Syzuhet to achieve desired Fabula. 
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6. Conclusion
Found during the study, with help of cognitive theories by Gärdenfors (2013, 2017, 

2006b; 2017; 2006a) and Bruner (2000, 1996) and the design method of Narrative 

Bridging by Gyllenbäck (Boman, 2011) complemented with film theories from 

Bordwell (1985; Thompson and Smith, 2017), was the importance of considering all 

aspects of the design, which includes visuals. As all of them were part of the Syuzhet 

and provided for the construction of the player´s Fabula, in other words, the result of 

our meaning making. Even though the analysis did not give an exact answer on how 

specific visual elements were interpreted, and how it, in turn, can be used when 

designing game. Visuals were still shown to influence the experience, in the creation 

of the players' memorable moments. That, in turn, engaged them in the experience, 

beyond merely being visual splendour. The topic of what specific visual elements do 

for the players' meaning making and construction of narrative would require further 

research, which could be helped by using the same cognitive theories and frameworks 

from this study, as they presented how the visual information was processed and 

interpreted by the player. That is not to say the result of the analysis should be read as 

the aspects within the most frequent codes being what designers should focus upon, 

on the contrary, as there was never only one aspect that provided for the experience. 

Instead, multiple aspects provided for the construction of the game’s narrative. 

Narrative, seen as the players' cognitive vehicle of meaning making (Gyllenbäck and 

Boman, 2011; Bruner, 2000, 1996), that they use to make sense of the events of the 

game. Curiosity, as a part of our intrinsic motivation, being an essential aspect of this 

in tangent with our desire to learn. Reiterating the previously stated argument that all 

of the aspects should be considered when designing a game, without the neglection of, 

for example, visuals. A neglection that can be found within game research (Nitsche, 

2008, p.6; Canossa et al., 2009, p.1; Niedenthal, 2009, pp.1–2), which could be 

caused by the dominance of ludology, as it adheres to the behaviouristic view on 

psychology. A behaviouristic approach being a focus upon the observable and 

targetable behaviour caused by stimuli, most often in the form of rewards, which is 

often seen within game research (Chomsky, 1959; Skinner, 1976; Alexiou and 

Schippers, 2018). This is the opposite of the cognitive approach to psychology by 

Gärdenfors (2000) and Bruner (1996) used for this study, as it presented a 

methodology as to get an insight into how the mind process and interpret information.  
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